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In September I had the
privilege of going to the World
Seminar in Baltimore,
Maryland. I drove out there
with some of Cora Dale's
colleagues. I had a wonderful
time. I was able to go to several
different workshops. Most of
them were on fundraising. I
came back with a few
interesting ideas of what we
could do for Lexington House.
It was really interesting
listening to different kinds of
fundraisers that
different Clubhouses did.
I also went to a workshop on
Reach out. The power of Reach
Out. This is a huge thing that
Clubhouses can do for their
colleagues. There are many
different ways we can reach out
to a colleague. Phone call, text,
cards, mobile/ in person and so
much more. Reach Out is a task
that we as a Clubhouses try to
do on a daily basis. Living with
a mental illness is
extremely difficult. Just
receiving a simple reach out is
huge to some people. It helps
them know that people do care
about them, and they want to
see them. There were so many
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workshops, but I didn't have
time to take them all.
The seminar was right along
the Harbor. So, I was able to
take a daily walk along the
Harbor. One night we were
there we took a small cruise on
the Harbor. It was a beautiful
evening and ride.
Continued on page 2

UPCOMING
ANNIVERSARIES:

UPCOMING

10/7—Robert R.

10/5—Kirk D.

10/20—Jessie T.

10/11—John S.

10/20—Theron H.

10/13—Quinn W.

10/27—Nik H.

10/25—Eric F.

BIRTHDAYS:

10/30—Elizabeth H.

World Seminar Continued...
It was beautiful watching the sunset on the
cruise. Since it was a World Seminar there
were Clubhouses from all over the world . It
was wonderful meeting all different kinds of
people and learning about what they do at
their Clubhouses.
I would like to thank Lexington House and
our Board for trusting me to represent

Lexington House. I can't thank you enough
for letting me go on this trip. You don't
realize how much this has meant to me. I had
a wonderful time, and I can't wait to share
with you all what I learned. Thanks again.
Leah G.

THEN (2020) and NOW (2022)
On September 3rd, 2022 Lexington House of Elkhart celebrated its two year
anniversary as a Clubhouse. Below are just some examples of how we have grown.
THEN (2020)

NOW (2022)

ENTRY
SIGN

BUSINESS
UNIT

CAFÉCAREER
UNIT
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Colleague Spotlight: Gerry S.
How has Lexington House Prix, which I raced in in the
impacted you in your life? early 90s when I was in my
30’s. I also finished 5 fifth
It has helped me a lot.
place out of 75 carts in the
Everyone is so friendly
Yamaha Heavy class at
here at the club.
AGP which was pretty
What are some interesting good back then . In 94’ I
facts you’d like to share
won the great lakes
about yourself?
championship club racing
A couple of months ago I
in Buchanan, MI .
went to the Elkhart Grand

What are some hobbies or
interests you have
(favorite music/artist(s),
favorite movies, favorite
TV shows, favorite foods)
Favorite bands are Led
Zeppelin and Deep Purple.
My favorite movies are
gran Torino and Heartbreak Ridge. I also like
driving RC cars.

Van Decals
At a recent program meeting, our colleagues waiting for a ride, and now we look like an
came to a consensus to put Lexington House established business and people know that
we mean business!” Latavia H.
decals on our van. Since getting the decals
put on, some of members have expressed
how much they love them.
“I am loving our
van decals! It
helps us to
identify the van
when we are
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Socials
On Friday September 16th, a few
of our colleagues went to the
Elkhart vs. Penn football game.
We found a parking space
quickly and went to stand in
line to get in. The line wasn’t
very long, so we got in fast. At
half time the band played, and
there was a quick game to see
who could get down the field
the fastest to kick a field goal. It
was a close game. Penn won
with 21 points and Elkhart
had 20. We really enjoyed
watching this game and
we hope to get to see another one soon.
Terral B. and Nik H.

On Saturday September 17th, 4
colleagues of Lexington House
met to play video games. We
had a lot of fun playing different games. Savannah was the
best at the games but some of
our other colleagues got some
wins. One colleague just wanted
to watch but we did get him to
play for a little bit. We all had
fun and cant wait to do it again.
Nik H.

On Tuesday September 20th, 6
colleagues of Lexington House
met right after the workordered day to be creative with
arts and crafts. We had a few
different kinds of art. Some of
us used colored pencils/oil pastels and paper, others painted
on canvas, we even had one
person who colored in a coloring book, but over all we had a
blast finding our artistic side.
We hope to do this social
again soon.
Nik H.

Monarch Gala
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